Storm sewer is complete on 8th Street. Ulland Brothers is beginning to subcut the road and they are placing base material. This work will continue into next week. After completion of the 8th Street road base north of 5th Avenue the crew will begin work on 4th Avenue west of 8th Street.

As the active work zone transitions to 4th Avenue residents can expect to see temporary water lines being placed in boulevard areas. Service lines will be connected to exterior hose bibs while the utilities are being reconstructed. Residents on 4th Avenue that are connected to the temporary water system should note that tap water will be warmer than normal especially in sunny conditions. If cold water is desired for consumption it is best to refrigerate the desired amount. As a reminder, non-construction personnel should refrain from moving the temporary water lines as this can cause stresses in the line and may result in rupturing the pipe.

After the temporary water lines are installed the crew will begin removals on 4th Avenue. During this time access on 4th Avenue will be intermittent. Alternative parking arrangements should be made if needed. A follow up communication will be delivered to the affected properties.

Remember, be aware of your surroundings. Keep a safe distance and use your best judgement. Safety is the number one priority. If you have any questions reach out to myself or one of the contacts listed on the project website.

Thank you,

Adam Nix
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
(218) 830-0512
adam.nix@bolton-menk.com